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Arbor Media has adapted and scaled its sophisticated LogDepot technology in order to meet specific  

application demands at other levels. As a result Arbor Media now proudly presents LogDepot SOLO.  

LogDepot SOLO is an easy-to-use solution for unattended recording of conference meetings and/or  

television programs. LogDepot SOLO is a single channel video recording system but  LogDepot SOLO can 

also deal with more channels simultaneously. LogDepot SOLO is developed as ‘off-the-shelf’ product for  

digitally capturing, archiving, retrieving and publishing audio and video. 

LogDepot SOLO can record in internet browsing quality and in high quality. The software is very powerful,  

robust and reliable but flexible and efficient at the same time. For recording purposes the LogDepot SOLO 

software is installed on a dedicated PC. For browsing, viewing/monitoring and downloading there is no  

special software needed on the client PC’s. With the help of the web-based graphical user interface users can 

simply click on the URL’s and start using the program. 

Browsing through the material and searching for specific items and/or fragments is made easy by the  

metadata information. Searching and exporting is further enhanced by features such as ‘thumbnail viewing’, 

cue-marking options and simple downloading facilities. LogDepot SOLO can record in WMV, MPEG2 and MPEG4 

quality and is upgradable to a full system.

High Tech recording and monitoring 
made easy and affordable 

NEW!



 
Highlights:

LogDepot

SOLO

Full automatic and unattended recording of  
conference meetings or television programs in a single box

Easy-to-use and intuitive user interface for browsing, viewing and downloading

Unlimited number of users, no dedicated software on client PC’s needed

Integration with microphone systems such as TELEVIC, Bosch DCN and others

Fast and easy publication to the Internet and other platforms

Recorder in Windows media format, and simultaneously in MPEG2 or MPEG4; Audio 
Only versions available

Interfacing with Control Automation Systems such as  Crestron, AMX and Extron

Single channel and Multi channel available

Applicable for compliance, legal, live, broadcast and conference recording and for 
broadcast monitoring.

For more information www.arbormedia.nl 
or send your mail to solo@arbormedia.nl
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